The Cyber Express receives several requests for article contributions. However, many of those requests are turned down as they do not conform to our editorial policies. Please read our policies carefully to determine if you qualify to write for The Cyber Express.

Who can write?
You should have a background and thorough knowledge of Cybersecurity. We prefer articles from certified cybersecurity/infosecurity professionals and practicing CISOs, CSOs, and other C-Suite executives. Those with a track record of working in government agencies and service industries (Banking, Telecom, Retail, Manufacturing, etc.) will be given higher preference in the validation process.

We do not accept articles written by casual bloggers, marketers, ghostwriters, SEO specialists and P executives.

Where will your article appear?
Your articles will be reviewed by the Editorial Committee that decides if your article should appear on The Cyber Express website (Interviews or Features sections) – or in The Cyber Express (e-magazine).

Topics
Please see the Cyber Express website (Features section) and the Editorial Calendar on this website.

GENERAL WRITING GUIDELINES

1. Write articles that would interest the CISO or cybersecurity professional. Refrain from explaining basic concepts like, “how Ransomware or Phishing works,” for example. Our readers are well-versed in such concepts.

2. Share your experiences, research, and knowledge.

3. Write about the applications, business scenarios, best practices, business impact, trends, new technological innovation.

4. The articles should be neutral (no direct pitches or plugs for the product).

5. We will remove external links to product promotional pages and malicious sites.

6. We encourage original content. Our editors use tools to check for plagiarisms. If found, the article is immediately rejected/removed from the platform.

7. Refrain from political commentary, references to countries engaging in cyber warfare through state actors, the current trade wars, slander, defamatory statements, and other negative news.

8. The article should be EXCLUSIVE and never published before.

Article Length
Recommended article length for online/Website: 800 – 1,000 words.
For e-magazine: 1,500 – 2,500 words.
Right of way / LEGAL

1. The Cyber Express reserves the right to reject the article or ask for a revision if it does not conform to our editorial standards.

2. The Cyber Express reserves the right to change the headline/title, sub-titles, and body text of the article.

3. The Cyber Express reserves the right to reuse the content in the article for social media promotion on The Cyber Express social channels or republish the article on its website or in a future issue of its e-zine.

Send your article synopsis and title to: editorial@thecyberexpress.com
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